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                          came in all shapes and sizes. Their bones are found around the 
world, and they were part of some of the Bible’s biggest events. From creation to 
the Flood of Noah and beyond, these unique animals were amazing and the source 
of many questions.
 
Now learn the truth about the history of dinosaurs in a wonderful book designed 
just for little children. Explore different kinds of dinosaurs, see when they were 
created, and why they no longer roam the world today!
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Hello kids      — come on in. Get ready for some fun!
Follow me deep inside my Dinosaurium.
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Imagine you met Adam, the very first man,
back when he named the animals as part of God’s plan.
And after he had named all the creatures God gave life,

he saw that there were none like him, so God made him a wife.
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So Adam called her Eve.  The Garden was their home,
with all of the animal kinds that flew or crept or roamed.
There were many kinds of creatures in Eden, after all,

from great big ones down to those that were very small.
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